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Bid No: ITB 2022013
Name of Bid: Cosmetology Alterations at Coral Shores High School
Post Date: 5/6/2022
Notice Post Time: 1:30 p.m.
Q&A Response No: 2
Q1. Please provide an overall plan that shows the distance and/or proposed route for 2” conduit
from New Panel LF3 and Existing Panel MDP1. If routing is contractor option, please provide
overall plan. The two areas are on different floors and quite some distance apart.
A1. This panel is being deleted and circuits will be fed from LF2 and CF2. Updated drawings to
follow.
Q2. There does not appear to be room to install a new LF3 Panel as shown. There is an existing
data panel in the location shown for the new LF3 panel. Please provide direction on where to
install new LF3 panel. Photos of Electric Room 293 attached.
A2. This panel is being deleted and circuits will be fed from LF2 and CF2. Updated drawings to
follow.
Q3. What is to be done with existing ducted stove exhaust hood and Chase/ducting.
A3. In the District Bid Specification see note III.5.l.i
Existing kitchen hood and chase shall be removed to above the drop ceiling line. Repair the drop
ceiling where the chase was removed and make it continuous to the wall. Patch and paint the
wall to match the existing. Leave existing ductwork to outside for future room exhaust fan. Duct
tape over the opening to temporarily seal the duct.

Q4. Please confirm VCT is existing under existing cabinets and there is no VCT work required.
A4. Initial investigation spot checks showed VTC to be continuous. If required the district will
make repairs to VCT under the existing cabinets if it does not exist.
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